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On February 21st,
2015, Equal Rights
Institute trained a
group of students
and community
members in
Bakersfield, CA.
Then on the 23rd
and 24th we
brought them to
CSU Bakersfield
so they could put
what they learned
about dialogue
into practice. We
set up two simple
poll tables to get
conversations
started.

From ‘I Don’t Want to Talk About Religion’ to
‘I Will Pray Tonight’
By Jacob Nels

Sometimes when I have an opportunity
to share my faith in Jesus, I don’t take it.
Stay with me.

engaging me, but nonetheless I asked her,
“Which one would you sign?” pointing to
the poll table. Susan thought for a
moment and said:

Sadly, many people have had negative
experiences with Christians, which makes
them disinclined to engage with one
again. If I jump at the first chance I have
to witness to them, they are more likely
to close up and be unwilling to talk at all.
Instead, I try to very intentionally create
an environment where the person feels
safe to discuss religion. It’s like the
difference between welcoming someone
to come inside and opening the door, and
grabbing him by the hair and dragging
him through it. Notice that I am not
justifying Christians perpetually avoiding
conversations about religion. We must
be intentional about sharing our faith,
but while also being prudent, making the
most of the opportunity (Colossians
4:5-6). Sometimes the person never
opens up, but other times, this approach
really pays off.

Susan: I guess, “It Depends.”

I was standing beside our “Should
Abortion Remain Legal?” poll table (see
photo above) when I saw Susan walking
by. She did not seem interested in

Susan: I know where you are going, but
I just disagree when people try to bring
religion into this. I don’t want to talk
about religion. I’m not religious.

This was a little surprising for me
because I hadn’t said anything religious
and wasn't planning on making a biblical
argument against abortion. It sounded
like she probably had not heard a secular
argument against abortion before. I
responded:

Jacob: Okay. Do you think abortion
should remain legal through all nine
months of pregnancy?

Jacob: That’s okay. Then how about we
discuss science and philosophy?

Susan: No, definitely not.

Susan: Sure.

Jacob: I agree. How about for sexselection?

We had a respectful, thoughtful dialogue
for about twenty minutes. Susan brought
up many different pro-choice arguments,
but abandoned each of them after some
questioning. After twenty minutes, we
had a great rapport with each other. She
knew I was willing to really listen to her.
She also knew I was making reasonable
arguments, not using rhetorical tricks and
debate tactics. Finally, she asked:

Susan: Not that, either!
Jacob: I agree with you about that too.
Do you think it should be legal to use
abortion as birth control?
Susan: No.
Jacob: Well, there are three things we
agree on!

Susan: You know, I’ve never really
thought about this before. Why are you
pro-life?
Jacob: Well, I can only give you a partial
answer at this point. I have reasons that I

think even
an atheist
w o u l d
think are
v a l i d
reasons
for being
pro-life,
but my foundational reasons for being
pro-life have to do with my faith. I want
to respect the fact that you said you don’t
want to talk about religion, though.
Would you like to hear about my
foundational reasons?
Susan: No, no. I am okay with talking
about religion with you. Religion just
bothers me because a lot of people try to
push it on me, but I want to hear your
answers.
Jacob: Susan, I’m sorry for how your
past experiences with religious people
have frustrated or hurt you. I can
understand your frustration with having
someone aggressively push their beliefs
on you. When it has happened to me, it
made me feel disrespected and unvalued.
If it’s okay, I’d like to clarify the likely
motivation of these Christians when they
preach their beliefs to you. [Susan nodded.]
I believe Christians who get pushy when
they share their faith have sincere hearts
behind their aggressive style. We
Christians believe that people who die
without knowing and putting their faith
in Jesus will be separated from Him
forever in Hell, whereas those who put
their faith in Jesus will have their guilt
forgiven by God and will get to be with
Him forever in Heaven. I believe it is out
of a sincere love for you that Christians
have been pushy with you. They don’t
want you to go to Hell. Maybe you

image. Because God made humans in
His image, human life has a very special
value. I believe that value is so special
that it is a terrible evil to end an innocent
human life. Science is very clear that
biological human life begins at
conception, and God tells us that human
life is special. Therefore, I am pro-life.
Susan: I believe Jesus was a real man,
but he was just a good man.
Jacob: I don’t think it’s possible for him
to just be a good man. I don’t think
anyone can be good if they claim to be
God without it being true. Jesus claimed
He was God, and millions upon millions
of people have devoted their whole lives
to Him. Many have even died for their
faith in Jesus! So if he was lying about
being God, I don’t think He can be
called a good man, no matter how nice
he seemed to be. Do you?
At this point, there was a long, but not
awkward, silence. It was the kind of
silence that falls when someone is
wrestling with a difficult thought, and I
could tell this was a thought Susan had
not encountered before. I couldn’t help
but be surprised, since Susan had been
so insistent that she did not want to talk
about religion. I made a judgment call
that talking about Jesus was more
important than returning to the subject
of abortion, so we didn’t go back.
Instead, we had a long discussion about
Jesus, who He claimed to be, and
whether or not all religions are the same.
Despite her initial hesitancy, she actually
seemed comfortable with the way I
challenged her worldview, and was open
and receptive to what I said. After a
while, she really needed to go to class.

Personal Note from Josh
We just back to the office from our
seminar and outreach in Bakersfield. It
was our first training event with all of our
staff, and after months of behind the
scenes work together, it was really a joy to
be able to all train students together in
person. Many of you don’t know Jacob
Nels yet, so I’m glad you can learn a little
about him this month by reading about
his conversation with Susan.

Jacob Nels talks to a student at CSUB.

Before she left, I said:
Jacob: I want to leave you with three
options for how we can part ways. 1) We
can shake hands, and part ways knowing
I am going to pray for you; 2) we pray
right now to ask God to show Himself to
you in a miraculous way, and part ways
knowing I am going to pray for you, or
3) you can pray right now to become a
Christian by trusting in Jesus, and part
ways knowing I am going to pray for
you.
Susan: I’m not ready to pray now, but I
will pray tonight to ask God to show me
whether or not He is real.
It is far too easy to just write someone off
as a lost cause. People are hurting,
stubborn, angry, combative, ashamed,
and bitter, but never a lost cause. If
God can change the life of a persecutor
like the Apostle Paul and a sinner like
me, surely the hurting college student
that doesn’t want to talk about religion is
reachable too. We need to create
opportunities where we can lead people
closer to Jesus, and sometimes that just
takes a little patience. Thank you for
helping us to make abor tion
unthinkable, and Jesus thinkable.

We still have much work to do on
our training program, but this event was
by far our best yet. I have never seen
seminar participants so engaged and full
of questions (it was almost impossible to
end our seminar on time as a result), and
we were all really proud of how they
engaged pro-choice students at the
outreach.
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